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Title: Brian Skaggs photographs
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Extent: 1 manuscript box
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Abstract: This collection consists of various photographs from the late 1980s to 1990s documenting a wide variety of queer arts scenes, including theater, solo performances, music, film, raves, clubs, and dances. Subjects of the photos are either based in or did a show in the San Francisco Bay Area. Photos were originally collected from three collaborative sources: the Booking Manager for Josie's Cabaret and Juice Joint, the ARTS / Entertainment Editorial Staff of "The Bay Times," and the Editorial Staff of "On-Q" magazine.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.
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Scope and Content of Collection
This collection consists of various photographs from the late 1980s to 1990s documenting a wide variety of queer arts scenes, including theater, solo performances, music, film, raves, clubs, and dances. Subjects of the photos are either based in or did a show in the San Francisco Bay Area. Photos were originally collected from three collaborative sources: the Booking Manager for Josie's Cabaret and Juice Joint, the ARTS / Entertainment Editorial Staff of "The Bay Times," and the Editorial Staff of "On-Q" magazine.
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